Early echocardiographic predictors of outcomes in the mouse transverse aortic constriction heart failure model.
Mouse transverse aortic constriction (TAC) is a widely-used model of pressure overload-induced heart failure. An intrinsic limitation of the model is variability in the response to pressure overload even when employing a standard severity of stenosis. Few literature studies have explicitly reported the use of entry criteria or early predictors to mitigate variability and enrich outcomes in this model. Eleven-week-old male C57BL/6J mice underwent TAC or sham surgery. Left ventricular (LV) function and dimensions were assessed by M-mode echocardiography at baseline (pre) and 3, 9 and 12weeks post-procedure (end-study). At 24h post-procedure, transverse aortic flow velocities were obtained for estimating trans-TAC pressure gradients. Invasive LV hemodynamic assessments were performed and terminal heart and lung weights obtained at end-study. TAC mice displayed early development of LV hypertrophy and wall thickening followed by the later development of LV chamber dilation, and progressive development of LV systolic and diastolic dysfunction. The use of a pre-defined trans-TAC pressure gradient criterion of 45-60mmHg did not affect end-study organ weight, echocardiographic and invasive hemodynamic outcomes. A post-hoc receiver operator characteristic (ROC) analysis identified early 3week echocardiographic measures of LVmass(echo) and ejection fraction, with threshold changes of ~+30% and -10% normalized to baseline respectively, as good predictors for multiple end-study organ weight, echocardiographic and invasive hemodynamic outcomes. This ROC analysis has identified early predictive threshold changes which may serve, alone or in combination, as entry criteria to enrich outcome in this model.